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examining evidence of reliability, validity, and fairness ... - examining evidence of reliability, validity,
and fairness for the successnavigator™ assessment ross markle, margarita olivera-aguilar, and teresa jackson
educational testing service, princeton, new jersey . richard noeth . independent contractor, iowa city, iowa .
steven robbins . educational testing service, princeton, new jersey . july 2013 ets international principles
for the fairness of assessments - tandards for educational and psychological testing (american educational
research association, american psychological association, & national council on measurement in education,
2014, p. 49), “fairness is a fundamental validity issue.” fairness in the context of assessment fairness in
classroom assessment - researchgate - in education (clark et al., 2000), public faith in the inherent
fairness of standardized tests was eroding. four revisions of the standards for educational and psychological
testing (the first andrew ho’s list of publications including public links - andrew ho’s list of publications
including public links by topic (chronological) 1) problems with proficiency 2) growth models 3)
nonparametric/ordinal methods for estimating gaps, trends, means, and variances 4) validity and validation 5)
massive open online courses and big data 6) applied measurement by date (reverse chronological) principles
of fairness: an examination guide for ... - principles of fairness: an examination guide for credentialing
boards introduction certification and licensure examinations (or generically, credentialing examinations) may
be subject to professional standards set forth in the following key fairness report for the act tests,
2011-2012 - fairness report for the ac t® tests ... act endorses the code of fair testing practices in education
and the code of professional responsibilities in educational measurement, guides to the conduct of those
involved in educational testing. act is ... assessment products and services that are as free as possible from
bias due to assessment reform, equity, and english language learners ... - in the field of educational
assessment and measurement, there are various kinds of validity, but the term generally refers to the
accuracy with which an assessment measures what it is intended to measure. bias and fairness in state
testing - (educational testing service), ospi assessment content staff, and teachers recruited from around ...
engagement, and measurement. • item writers, item vendor reviewers, and smarter balanced reviewers use
the item quality ... bias and fairness in state testing office of superintendent of public instruction ... accuracy
vs. validity, consistency vs. reliability, and ... - accuracy vs. validity, consistency vs. reliability, and
fairness vs. absence of bias: a call for quality 5 journals, textbooks, and encyclopedias in the assessment,
evaluation, and measurement field. these references will be used to help clarify the terms and to provide some
test fairness in second language assessment - quality and fairness by educational testing service (ets,
2002, 2014). the 1988 code, largely informed by the 1985 standards (aera, apa, & ncme, 1985), states that
test developers and users share joint responsibilities in ensuring fairness in assessment practices in test
development and selection, test administration and scoring, and score fairness and bias - siop - fairness and
bias fairness fairness is a social rather than a psychometric concept. its definition depends on what one
considers to be fair. fairness has no single meaning and, therefore, no single definition, whether statistical,
psychometric, or social. the standards notes four possible meanings of “fairness.” understanding validity
and fairness issues in high-stakes ... - 2012 conference held at teachers college, columbia university,
titled: “educational assessment, accountability and equity: conversations on validity around the world.”
following a summary of the main ideas from the panelists, we provide our own thoughts on the validity,
fairness and test-use issues in these contexts. a summary of main themes 1995 edo-cg-95-25 eric digest
fairness in performance ... - moting fairness in performance assessment. however, the urgency to build this
knowledge base should not surpass the much needed research on, and efforts to develop, sound and practical
performance ... journal of educational measurement, 31(3), 183-199. wiggins (1989, may). a true test: toward
more authentic and equi-table assessment. assessment in elementary and secondary education: a
primer - assessment in elementary and secondary education: a primer congressional research service
summary in recent years, federal education legislation has placed an increased emphasis on assessment in
schools. perhaps most notably, title i-a of the elementary and secondary education act (esea), the quest for
fairness in language testing - tandfonline - the quest for fairness in language testing hossein karami*
english department, faculty of foreign languages and literature, university of tehran, tehran, iran the search for
fairness in language testing is distinct from other areas of educational measurement as the object of
measurement, that is, language, is part of the identity of the test ...
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